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Abstract-The dynamic performance of a vector
controlled DFIG power conversion system is studied and the
power quality improvement of the grid is investigated. The
system model proposed in this paper is developed in the
dedicated power electronics and system simulation tool,
PSCAD/EMTDC. The model also includes dynamic wind
speed fluctuations and control of a soft starter, enabling
simulation of the power quality characteristics of the wind
turbine. Based on the simulation results, it is proved that the
DFIG is capable of simultaneous capturing maximum power
of wind energy with fluctuating wind speed and improving
power quality, that are achieved by cancelling the most
significant and troublesome harmonics of the utility grid.
Dynamic power factor correction and reactive power
control are the other two significant features of this
technology.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wind Energy is a very promising energy for the future
but one of the most significant problems in this way is the
low power quality problem of the distribution system in
which the wind turbines are installed. It is well known
that the power delivered by wind turbines directly
coupled to the grid is not constant as a result of the wind
variability. In the absence of storage systems, a
fluctuating power supply produced, can lead to voltage
fluctuation or flicker. Another disadvantage of most
induction machines utilized in the wind turbines is that
the required reactive power varies with wind speed and
time. These problems can make the use of double fed
induction generators attractive for wind turbine
applications.
Double fed induction machines using an AC-AC
converter in the rotor circuit have long been a standard
drive option for high power applications involving a
limited speed range. The power converter need only be
rated to handle the rotor power. Wind energy generation
is regarded as a natural application for the DFIG system,
since the speed range may be considered restricted. Most
DFIGs use either a current fed DC Link converter or
cycloconverter in the rotor circuit. The rated speed
settings, gearbox ratios, and machine and converter
ratings and the output power of the DFIG have been
studied previously. The use of a current fed DC link
converter has a number of disadvantages such as the high
costs of the DC link and the necessity of an extra
commutation circuit for operation at synchronous speed
and this has resulted in poor performance at low slip
speeds. In addition, such a converter draws rectangular
current waveforms from the supply. The problem at
synchronous speed may be overcome by use of a
cycloconverter or vector controlled DFIGs and the
disadvantages of naturally commutated DC link and
cycloconverter can be overcome by the use of two PWM
voltage fed current regulated back-to-back inverters that
are connected in the rotor circuit. The characteristics of
such a vector controlled DFIG scheme are as follows:
* Operation below, above and through synchronous
speed with the speed range restricted only by the rotor
voltage ratings of the DFIG
* Operation at synchronous speed, with DC currents
injected into the rotor with the inverter working in
chopping mode
* Low distortion stator, rotor and supply currents
independent control of the generator torque and rotor
excitation
* Control of the displacement factor between the
voltage and the current in the supply converter, and
hence control over the system power factor
In this paper, a DFIG power conversion system is
simulated and vector controlled for improving the power
quality of the grid while injecting the required active
power of the system. The system model is developed in
the dedicated power electronics and system simulation
tool, PSCAD/EMTDC. Based on the simulation results, it
is proved that the proposed DFIG is capable of
simultaneous capturing maximum power of wind energy
with fluctuating wind speed and improving power quality,
that are achieved by cancelling the most significant and
troublesome harmonics of the utility grid. Dynamic power
factor correction and reactive power control are the other
two significant features of this technology.
II. MACHINE DESCRIPTION AND EQUATIONS
The double fed induction generator allows power
output into the stator winding as well as the wound rotor
winding. Using such a generator, it is possible to get a
good power factor even when the machine speed is quite
different from synchronous speed.
The stator of the wound rotor induction machine is
connected to the low voltage balanced three-phase grid
and the rotor side is fed via the back-to-back IGBT
voltage-source inverters with a common DC bus. The
front-end converter controls the power flow between the
DC bus and the AC side and allows the system to be
operated in sub-synchronous and super synchronous
speed. The vector control strategy of the power converter
is based on the stator flux field oriented control in which
both fundamental and harmonics currents are controlled.
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It is assumed that the total harmonics currents demanded
by nonlinear loads connected to the utility are sampled
through current measurements. This makes the command
harmonics current for rotor side power converter. The
active power is generated in regard to wind speed and
wind turbine characteristics while the reactive power
command is set in regard to the utility demand. The
proper rotor excitation is provided by the rotor side power
converter. The fundamental current controls the active
and reactive powers. So, the utility current will be a pure
sine wave. Decoupled control of the active and reactive
powers and harmonic compensation are implemented.
The schematic diagram of the double fed induction
generator for wind turbine application is shown in Fig. 1.





Fig. 1. Schematic Structure ofDFIG application for wind turbines.
The equivalent circuit of a double fed induction
generator is shown in Fig. 2 from which the model
equations with cqref rotating reference frame can be
delivered as follows:
Fig. 2. Equivalent circuit of a DFIG.
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where the flux linkage can be expressed by the following
equation:
V'sa = Xs isa + Xh -Ira
VISf = Xs .lS1 + Xh 'r,6
1/ra = Xh Ira + Xr ra)
k .k .k
1/1r/8 Xh.1r,8 + Xr.1r,8
The induction machine model is completed by Eq. 5.
do)
J i= tm ++tel (5)
where the mechanical and electrical torque formula as Tm
and Te can be calculated respectively by:
Tm = k ik k .k
T = lm(Vk ik*)
(6)
(7)
where all the equations above are described in stator side
perunit system.
A voltage fed PWM converters is inserted in the rotor
circuit which is connected to the stator supply through the
grid side PWM converter. The voltage characteristics of
the system, including the three-phase back-to-back PWM
converters, are calculated by:
Vs =ml ->F3 Vr = s VS = m2 E (8)
where n is the turns ratio of stator to rotor of the DFIG, s
is the slip and ml and m2 are the PWM modulation depths
of the stator and rotor side converters, respectively. Eq. 8
determines the speed range of the generator. For wind
generation, a restricted speed range is acceptable on
account of a minimum wind velocity. The generator
speed corresponding to rated wind velocity can be set at
any point by means of the gearbox ratio. But this point
should be well above synchronous speed where power is
extracted from both the rotor and stator of the machine
for making more benefit out of this structure. However, as
the slip is increased, the system efficiency starts to
decrease since more power passes through the DC link
converters and the rotor losses increase.
The general space vector equivalent circuit for DFIG
at steady state for the fundamental voltage is shown in
Fig. 3. The harmonic equivalent circuit of DFIG directly
connected to the grid with a sinusoidal voltage waveform
for it for the harmonic slip of n is denoted as Sn and is
defined by:
S n- Wrn- (9)
iqds r. jW.L, jwL, rs i:qdr
Fig. 3. General space vector equivalent circuit for DFIG.
The harmonic equivalent circuit of the compensation
system is shown in Fig. 4 where vrn is the amplitude of
harmonic n of rotor side power converter output voltage
and the nonlinear load is modeled as current source with
magnitude of Iln. The equivalent circuit of the grid
consists of a series resistor Re and reactance ofX,=nflW Le
for a pure sinusoidal voltage waveform.
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Fig. 4. Harmonic equivalent circuit of the compensation system.
The rotor currents (ira,irb,irc) of the machine can be
resolved into the direct and quadrature components, id and
iq. The component id produces a flux in the air gap which
is aligned with the rotating flux vector linking the stator;
whereas the component iq produces flux at right angles to
this vector. The torque in the machine is the vector cross
product of these two vectors, therefore, only the
component iq is contributes to the machine torque and
power. The component id controls the reactive power
entering the machine. If id and iq can be controlled
precisely, then the stator side active and reactive powers
are controlled correctly.
The induction machine is controlled in a synchronous
rotating dq axis frame, with the d-axis oriented along the
stator-flux vector. In this way, a decoupled control
between the electrical torque and the rotor excitation
current is obtained. The rotor side PWM converter
provides the actuation, and the control requires the
measurement of the stator and rotor currents, stator
voltage and the rotor position. Since the stator is
connected to the grid and the influence of the stator
resistance is small, the stator magnetizing current can be
considered constant. Under stator-flux orientation, the
relationship between the torque and the dq axis voltages,
currents and fluxes per-phase values are calculated by:
As = Ads = Lo.ims = Ls.ids + LO.idr
Vdr = Ri didrdt slip c.Ll- iqr
diRr
Vqr = Rr. iqr + u.Lr. dt + Wslip (LmJms + C.Lr .idr)






Aqr = cLtr iqr
iqs =L *iqr
Ls
cy = I - o
Ls .Lr
And the stator flux angle is calculated from Eq. 11.
Aas= (Vas -Rs.ias).dt
A/s3= kV1s- Rs.i/s).dt (I




III. MACHINE AND CONVERTER CONTROL METHOD
The procedure for ensuring that the correct values of
id and iq flow in the rotor is achieved by generating the
corresponding phase currents references ira ref, irb ref and
irc ref and then using a suitable current source as a voltage
sourced converter to force these currents into the rotor.
Then a current reference PWM technique should be
applied. The crucial step is to obtain the instantaneous
position of the rotating flux vector in space in order to
obtain the rotating reference frame. This can be achieved
since the stator voltage after subtracting the resistive drop




Therefore, the three phase stator voltages after
removal of resistive voltage drop are converted into the
a,,8l components as va and vp, which are orthogonal in the
balanced steady state. By integrating va and vp the a,,8l
components of the stator flux, i.e. Ila and Ap are calculated
and converted to the polar form by Eq. 13 where the
angle 0, gives the instantaneous location of the stator's
rotating magnetic field.
2II = +A I=tg1(,I ) (13)
Now the rotor itself is rotating and is instantaneously
located at the rotor angle of (,r Thus, with a reference
frame attached to the rotor, the stator's magnetic field
vector is at location (ps(pr referred as slip angle ) The
instantaneous values for the desired rotor currents can
then be readily calculated using the inverse dq
transformation, with respect to the slip angle. Once the
reference currents are determined, they can be generated
using a current reference PWM voltage source converter.
The rotor side voltage source converter requires a DC
power supply. The DC voltage is usually generated using
another voltage sourced converter connected to the AC
grid at the generator stator terminals. A DC capacitor is
used in order to remove ripple and keep the DC bus
voltage relatively smooth. The grid PWM converter is
operated to keep the DC voltage on the capacitor
constant, therefore, the stator side converter is supplying
the real power demands of the rotor side converter.
It is possible to control the d axis current by
controlling the d-component of the PWM output
waveform and the q axis current via the q component.
However, this leads to a poor control system response,
because attempting to a change in id results in a change in
iq. Hence, modifications have to be made to the basic PI
controller structure so that a decoupled response is
possible, and a request to change id changes id and not iq.
If a voltage source converter with a constant DC bus
voltage is connected to an AC grid through a transformer
i.e. inductance L and resistance R, it can be shown that:
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d 02= [ tR ] -e
dt iq 0)L q
L ~~~~~~(14)
ed = -LXl + Vd + )o.L d eq -LX2 1)4Liq
The selection of idref for the grid side converter is for
keeping the capacitor voltage at its rated value by
adjusting the amount of real power. As v=vd is the voltage
of the AC grid, and because this is chosen as the
reference, vq is by definition zero, ed and eq are the d and
q components of the generated voltage source converter.
Eq. 15 shows that attempting to change id using ed will
also cause a change in iq. If instead, we use the quantities
Lx1 and LX2 to control the currents, the resulting equations
are decoupled. Using feedback PI control, we let the error
in the id loop affect Lx1 and in the iq loop to affect LX2 as
shown in Fig. 5.
Decoupled Id- q contrller. Voltage error drives the dref
Fig. 5. Schematic of decoupled id-iq controller.
The mechanical power and torque extracted from the
wind energy are expressed as:
Pm = 2 T. Cp(2,)v2 (15)
Tm= T.R3.Ct (A 8).V2Tm2
where p is the air density, R is the radius of turbine blade,
VW is the wind speed and Cp(,j8) is the aerodynamic
efficiency of the turbine blade. The output energy ofwind
turbine depends on the method of tracking the peak
power points on the turbine characteristics due to
fluctuating wind conditions. Optimal power point
tracking to capture maximum energy of wind is derived
from the power-speed characteristics of the turbine. The
role of optimum power tracking system is to maintain the
optimal operation. The conventional method is to
generate a control law for the target generator power as
cubic function of the angular velocity of turbine shaft co
as expressed by Eq. 16. The generated power is
controlled by field oriented control.
op= Kopt a3
The Popt defines the maximum energy captured and
the objective of the tracking control is to keep the turbine
operating point to satisfy the maximum captured power as
the wind varies. For wind velocities higher than the rated,
the captured energy by turbine must be limited by
applying pitch control or driving the machine to the stall
points. A general method for achieving the optimum
operating point tracking is called the current mode
control. Given a shaft speed measurement, an electrical
torque or electrical power can be imposed on the DFIG
after compensation for transmission friction losses:
* ~~3 2Popt. = Kopt. -)3 - B.o)t
2 Ls * (17)
qractive 3 Lv
The variable i*qr-active will be imposed on the control
method of the rotor side power converter. When the
output power of DFIG falls bellow the minimum power
corresponding to the maximum power point at minimum
wind velocity VI, the system goes to speed mode control.
If the power of turbine is greater than Pmin, the optimum
power point tracking is based on the current mode
control. If the power of turbine falls below Pmin, the
system goes to speed mode control method. The
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Fig. 6. Schematic of optimum power point tracking mode of DFIG.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
The vector control scheme of the PSCAD/EMTDC
simulated study case for a wind turbine utilizing DFIG
was described in the previous section. The parameters of
the induction generator are shown in Table I.
TABLE I





, 3 (16) Wound Rotor Resistance
K, O.5.C K R Magnetizing Inductancep =opt. Stator Leakage Inductance












Stator and rotor current waveforms of the induction




The waveforms of the current reference PWM control
of the converter with hysteresis band and its waveforms
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Fig. 9. Waveforms of the current reference PWM control of the
converter, A) The whole time, B) Starting, C) Steady state.




Fig. 7. Stator current waveforms of DFIG case study for wind turbine,
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Fig. 10. Waveforms of the rotor reference current, A) The whole time,
B) Starting, C) Steady state.
The mechanical and electrical torque waveforms of
the DFIG run with a wind turbine are shown in Fig. 11
which shows to be almost equal.C)
D)
Fig. 8. Rotor current waveforms of DFIG case study for wind turbine,
A) The whole time, B) Starting, C) Steady state, D) single phase.
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Also the active and reactive power waveforms at the
connection point of the DFIG to the external network
(stator side) and the rotor side of the induction generator




The dynamic characteristics of a vector controlled
Double Fed Induction Generator as the power conversion
system in wind turbines was investigated. The system
model was developed in PSCAD/EMTDC software
which included dynamic wind speed fluctuations and
control of a soft starter, enabling simulation of the power
quality characteristics of the wind turbine. Based on the
simulation results, it is proved that the proposed DFIG is
capable of simultaneous capturing maximum power of
wind energy with fluctuating wind speed and improving
power quality, that are achieved by cancelling the most
significant and troublesome harmonics of the utility grid.
Dynamic power factor correction and reactive power
control are the other two other significant features.
Fig. 12. Active and reactive power waveforms of the DFIG at:
A) The stator side, B) The rotor side.
The nearly constant DC voltage of the DC link
between two PWM converters is also shown in Fig. 13
while the voltage waveforms of the external grid due to
the wind generated power is shown in Fig 14.
SF.
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Fig. 14. Three-phase voltage waveforms of the external grid with its
RMS value.
The present location of the rotating stator flux and the





Fig. 15. A) Present location of the rotating stator flux waveform,
B) Estimated rotor position angle waveform.
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